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DESCRIPTION
factory blended, thin set mortar designed for bonding  
simi-vitreous and vitreous ceramic tile, precast concrete, thin 
brick, natural stone and similar veneers or pavers. Provides 
excellent working properties and high bond strengths. It is 
suitable for interior or exterior applications on residential, 
commercial, or institutional projects. May be used on floors 
or walls. When mixed with water it meets ansi 118.1 bond 
requirements and 118.4 and 118.11 when mixed with r-flexad 
acrylic additive. 

COLORS
Available in gray, white and special order colors for individual  
project requirements. 

USES
a dry set bonding mortar for the installation of ceramic tile, 
quarry tile, thin brick, precast concrete, natural stone and 
similar veneers and pavingstones. It may be used on interior or 
exterior residential, commercial, or institutional projects. 
Refer to product application and limitations section.

ADVANTAGES 
- High bond strengths
- Interior or exterior applications
- Wall or floors
- Excellent workability and coverage
- With water meets ANSI 118.1 bond strength
- With R-FlexAD meets ANSI 118.4 and 118.11 bond strength

PACKAGING
Available in 50 lb. moisture resistant bags. Shelf life for  
unopened containers when stored in a cool dry protected area 
is approximately 6 months.

COVERAGE
Per 50 lb. bag mixed with approximately 1 ½ gallons clean  
water. Using a square notched trowel. 

LIMITATIONS
Not recommended for green marble or water sensitive natural
stone. Apply in thin application (<½”). Avoid applications in high
heat, cold or wind (follow ansi and astm recommendation). Do
not apply when temperatures are below or expected to fall 
below 40°f prior to cure. Substrate must be sound. any cracks 
or excessive movement may telegraph thru mortar or cause 

bond failure. Always perform quality control testing before 
and during application. Periodically remove masonry unit 
shortlyafter installation to assure an equal amount of mortar 
is bonding to the veneer and the substrate. Follow local 
building code requirements.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition: vbm mortar contains Portland II/V Cement astm 
C150, washed masonry sand astm C144, type s lime astm C207, 
r-mortar aid and proprietary polymer additives. All vbm  
mortars meet the property specifications of astm C270 type s. 
Compressive strength specimens must be air cured for 7 days 
prior to testing due to their high water retention and water 
repellency per ansi 118.1. All vbm mortars exceed ibc and 
cbc requirements of a minimum of 50 psi sheer bond strength 
requirements astm C482 modified. VBM exceeds the sheer bond 
strength requirements of ansi 118.1 tile 1/4” thick >200 psi. All 
poly vbm mortars exceed the sheer bond strength  
requirements of ansi 118.4. Latex Modified Mortars tile 1/4” 
thick >300 psi.

INSTALLATION
Substrates: The substrate must be structurally sound and 
conform to good engineering practices. Substrate deflection 
under all live, dead and impact loads, including  
concentrated loads must not exceed L/360 for thin bed  
installation or L/480 for thick bed stone installations, where 
L= span length. Installations shall be in accordance with ibc, 
ansi, cbc and local building codes. Movement joints shall be 
brought thru mortar and veneer to the surface. All  
surfaces must be sound, clean, and free from any dirt, oil, 
paint, bond breakers, efflorescence or any contaminants 
which may hinder bond. Consult cement backer board  
manufacturer for specific installation recommendations and 
to verify acceptability for exterior use. A suitable substrate 
for bonding does not mean it is acceptable for all veneers or 
job conditions.

Suitable substrates: properly prepared and sound.
- prepared concrete (prepared)
- concrete masonry (untreated)
- cement plaster
- cement mortar beds
- gypsum board (dry interior walls only)
- existing ceramic tile & marble (w/ r-flexad only)
- exterior grade plywood (interior w/ r-flexad only)
- portland cement backer board (prepared)
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THIN SET FOR ADHERING CERAMIC & PROCELAIN TILE, STONE, THIN BRICK VENEER & PAVINGSTONES

1/4" x 1/4" x 1/4"    (6x6x6 mm) 80-95 sq. ft.
1/4" x 3/8" x 1/4"    (6x9.5x6 mm) 90-70 sq. ft.
1/2" x 1/2" x 1/2"   (13x13x13 mm) 35-50 sq. ft.



Lath and Cement Plaster: Shall conform to ibc, cbc, astm 
guidelines and veneer manufactures requirements. Allow to 
cure 24 hours prior to application. We recommend obp mac 
scratch and brown premium to provide a high strength plaster 
substrate. 

Poured in place concrete (prepared) and tile up conrete 
(prepare): Insure all release agents and bond breakers are-
completely removed. Mortar will not bond to surfaces with 
any bond breakers still on the substrate. This is best achieved 
by removal of the surface layer by bead blasting, sanding, 
grinding or equivalent. Smooth concrete must be roughened. 
High-pressure washing is typically not adequate for complete 
removal of bond breakers or release agents. Dampen the 
surface just prior to application, but do not allow water to 
puddle.

Cement Backer Board (prepared): All joints must be taped 
with fiberglass (or equal) tape and vbm bonder, r-lastic or 
equal.Consult cement backer board manufacturer for  
specific installation recommendations and limitations. A  
suitable substrate for bonding does not mean it is acceptable 
for all veneers or job conditions.

Ceramic Tile Substrates: Existing tile must be sound, well 
bonded, clean and free of any deleterious substance that may 
prevent adhesion. Smooth surfaces require roughening to 
promote bonding. Replace the mix water with r-flexad acrylic 
additive.

Plywood Substrates: Interior applications only. Use only over 
exterior grade plywood (egp) 5/8” minimum. Wooden flooring 
should not have a deflection exceeding 1/360 of span in either 
dead or live loads. Securing should be done with screw-type 
nails and glue. A 3/16” gap for expansion should be left about 
the plywood sheets and surrounding materials. These gaps 
should be left empty after the installation. Replace the mix 
water with r-flexad acrylic additive.

Control Joints: Never apply mortar over any expansion or 
control joints.  For more information see tcna (tile council of 
north america) handbook and ej171. 

MIXING
Add 50 lb. bag of mortar to approximately 11/2 gallons of clean 
potable water. Mix by hand or a low speed mixer. Avoid whipping 
air into the mix. high air lowers strength. Mix material  
thoroughly and allow to set for 10 minutes and then remix. 
Do not add additional water. For greater flexural bond 
strengths, replace the mix water with r-flexad acrylic  
additive. For slurry bond coat application mix with  
approximately 7 quarts of water per 50 lb. bag. 

APPLICATION
Apply mortar to the substrate with the flat side of a notched 
trowel. Firmly press mortar keying into the substrate.  
Apply additional mortar using the notched side of the  
trowel. Spread only as much mortar as can be covered in 10-15 

minutes. Use the correct size notched trowel to make sure 
veneers are fully embedded (100% coverage). Place tile or  
veneers into the wet mortar and beat into place. Do not apply 
to skimmed over mortar. Back butter large veneers. Assure 
full coverage and bond by periodically removing and  
inspecting the back of tile. Tile or veneer that have been set 
for more than 10-15 minutes cannot be re-adjusted.

Clean-up: clean tools and tile with water prior to mortar 
curing. 

Grouting: cure the freshly applied material for at least 24 
hours. Curing time may vary due to surface and ambient  
temperatures.

RELATED PRODUCTS
vbm bonder: Premium polymer modified thinset
r-flexad: Acrylic bonding additive
vp joint grout: Joint grout with fine sand
r-lastic: Waterproofing and anti-fracture coating
mac scratch & brown premium: high strength polymer cement 
plaster 

AVAILABILITY / TECHNICAL SERVICES
Contact ORCO Blended Products for dealers in your area and 
technical services at 877-838-6726.

CAUTION
Prolonged exposure to dust may cause delayed lung disease. 
Eliminate exposure to dust. Use NIOSH approved mask for  
silica dust. Freshly mixed materials may cause skin irritation. 
Avoid direct contact where possible and wash exposed skin  
areas promptly. If any cementitous materials gets into the 
eyes, rinse immediately and repeatedly with water and get 
prompt medical attention. See SDS. 

WARRANTY
The technical information and usage statements are based on 
our best knowledge. The contents of this specification sheet 
are presented for informational purposes only and do not 
constitute responsibility for their use. The manufacturer will 
replace only that material which is proven defective due to 
quality of the components or the manufacturing process.

Product data sheets are subject to change without notification.  Test results shown are typical but field performance will vary 
depending on installation methods and job conditions. *mac and vbm mortars are a trademark of r-crete inc.
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